Located about 10 miles NW of Guerneville. Take River Road north of Santa Rosa on Hwy 101, towards Guerneville. Pass through Guerneville, stay on River Road (turns into Hwy 116.) When you reach the stop sign in Monte Rio stay on River Road by going to the right of the Y.

Turn right onto Cazadero Hwy, Go north about 4 miles to camp sign, turn right to entrance to camp. Follow this paved/dirt road for 1.5 miles to central camp.

If you want to use a GPS or online mapping, search for the camp road:
Scanlon Rd. Cazadero, CA 95421

Camp Ranger:
Scott Griswold
Camp Royaneh
PO Box 39
Cazadero, CA 95421

Camp Office: (707) 632-5291

Make all Camp Reservations through the council at:
(510) 577-9000